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Hunting in the Hellenistic Epigrams
Among the dedicatory Epigrams of book six of the Greek Anthology, there are poems which have been composed for dedications made by ordinary men and since the objects dedicated are frequently tools of human activities. In it are reflected the lives of hunters, fowlers, and fishermen.
These epigrams deal principally with three brothers who dedicated their hunting implements as an offering to Pan, the patron of hunters. Each poet deals with the theme in his own manner, but a close interpretation of the epigrams seems to show that they are closely related to one another. There are fifteen epigrams in the Anthology which handle this specific topic (1) . I select three of them. A comparison with these epigrams is inevitable.
Let us start with the following epigram by Leonidas of Tarentum:
(2)
"The three brothers dedicated these implements to you huntsman Pan, each from a different type of chase: from whom Pigres these (nets) of fowl, Damis these (tools) of beasts, and Cleitor the third (these instruments of fishing). In return for which send them wellaimed hunting, to the first through air, to the second through the woods, to the third through the sea-shore."
In this epigram the three brothers (a fowler, a hunter, and a fisherman) (3) dedicated the implements of their profession as an offering to Pan, the patron of their crafts (4) . The essential theme of the epigram is concisely outlined in the opening couplet. This is indicated in the words of the first hexameter together with the words (1) in the pentameter, These words are indicated by their occurrence between the ( ) at the beginning of the line and emphatically placed at the verse-end. The adjective , emphasized by its initial poison, seem to be applied to the substantive , (= brothers) (2) announced by the article . The ethical dative (3) tells us the dedicators some specific interest in offering. It is made by the coincidence of the endings. The mention of the hunting nets is followed. The word Leonidas has chosen is the Homeric (4) . Here are announced by the article and emphasized by the demonstrative which make clear from the outset in which capacity Pan is invoked and consequently what the epigram will be about.
It is noted that the only one mentioned here. The poet calls all the dedicated pieces (5) and then alluded implicitly in connection with each dedicator. This is confirmed by the main . At the same time these words are marked by the assonance a.
In the first pentameter we find the deity's name, who is invoked in his capacity of hunting (6) with the Homeric epithet of the god. Elsewhere in his poetry Leonidas used the same title and applied it to the same deity (7) . Thus the god has been addressed in the first couplet and he appears to be the addressee of the whole epigram. The first hemistich of the pentameter seems to be related to Theocritus Idyll. 1. 123. The verse is this (8) :
The invocation to Pan stands exactly in the same initial position as in Leonidas epigram. The epithet acquires prominence because of its final position. This (1) epithet had been applied to Pan by Leonidas, although with different words in another epigram (1) . Moreover both verses belong to a pastoral setting. The differences are: The absence of the epithet ( ) in Theocritus; the repetition of the deity's name is dropped in Leonidas; and finally the invocation to Pan stands in the hexameter in Theocritus, whereas it occurs in the pentameter in Leonidas. However the pastoral poet uses in this context elsewhere in his poetry (3) .Then the poet has given a brief note to what will be mentioned in the following couplet in an adjectival phrase ( ) the last word in the verse … (5) is qualified by adjective and governed by the preposition . Notably is first attested here and almost a Leonidas creation. Meanwhile that proves that each dedicators intention is to offer his object of chase to Pan, but this is also conveyed by the prominent position of the emphatic and of in the same verse which in its first syllable echoes phonetically, and underlines the purpose of the poem. On the other hand the assonance in the last three must be noted.
The second couplet is devoted to an enumeration of the dedicated pieces of hunting, and the dedicators whose names are viewed one by one, not as a whole, as we found in the first hexameter. This is of course an expansion of what mentioned in the first line. The brothers and the tools of their crafts are stressed by a structure. Thus Leonidas starts with Pigres the the first dedicator whose name is given among the words of line 3; whereas a specific element of catching birds (the first element) is preceded. The demonstrative (lie these nets) follows. The word seemingly borrowed from tragedy (6) . The sense is that Pigres caught birds birds during his life as a distinct activity of fowling. The hexameters ends with Damis the ( ) , proceeded by the demonstrative (i. e. nets of the beasts), while (1) while the appearance of the hunting element (1) (the second element) is delayed until the pentameter. The device is made particularly emphatic by the pairing of Pigres and Damis , and by the juxtaposition of the two demonstrative in the hexameter. The rest of the pentameter gives us the name of the third dedicator and his fishing activity. Cleitor the is announced by the article and qualified by the adjective unlike the first two dedicators. On the other hand could be taken in an apposition to Cleitor, the latter possibility seems likier. Nevertheless is dropped by Paton in his translation of poem (2) . It must be noted that unlike the previous two elements, the third element is not proceeded or followed by any demonstrative such as or . Instead the Tarentine poet seems purposely to concentrate on the third element which stands at the emphatic final location. The word Leonidas has chosen is the Homeric ( ) in the pentameter. Here the sound effects consist mainly in the internal rhyme ( -) with in the hexameter, and thus have a binding effect upon the whole.
In the second couplet Leonidas seems to take over callimachus' Iambi ; the lines are these:
The word reminds us of in our epigram, then corresponds in meaning to and finally at the end of line 2 in Callimachus echoes at the beginning of line 3 in Leonidas. Hence we see in this couplet Leonidas has reproduced all the elements of Callimachus' verse although inverting the order .It is noted that the elements themselves are not coordinated by a structure as in Leonidas but by a less symmetrical . On the other hand the remainder of each poem is different. In Leonidas Pan, to whom the brothers dedicated their tools, is invoked; however in Callimachus Aesop's tale begins in an unadorned homespun fashion (4) . Above all no dedication is mentioned. It (1) Two facts are mentioned in the hexameter, the fishing element and the hunting element (1) , both prominently placed, one in the initial and one in the final position in the line, which is itself particularly emphatic due to the internal rhyme of the two hemistiches. The fisher's name appears, as in Leonidas, among the first words of verse. At the same time resemble … in Leonidas' first hexameter. The hunter's name, the last word in the model's second hexameter, has been transferred to another emphatic place in the enjambment in the pentameter as a sign of variation Finally in the model is dropped here.
The last couplet contains a request to Pan. The poet asks the god to accept these offerings and grant the three brothers an easily caught game in return. This is undoubtedly the sense of the following words in the hexameter:
The initial phrase had been used by Leonidas himself in a different context in another epigram; the deity is Cybele The poet's request in the form of the imperative . The adjective (4) qualifies (cf in line 1). The word Leonidas has chosen in the Homeric ( ) . the same word recurred in the same context elsewhere in Leonidas poetry (6) . (2) Leonidas 44 = A. P. VI. 281. 5 begins the hexameter: , the deity is Cybele; Meanwhile occurs in the initial place in H .P. VI. 99. 5, the deity is Pan; 187. 5. the deity is also Pan. Goes with Artemis see Allen, Holliday and Siker ad loc; moreover with its cognates are used of cormorant catching fish and for catching of birds and fish; for real hunting expressed by , for discussion of see Williams, p. 58.
(6) Leonidas 4 = A. P. VI. 188. 6, the deity is also Pan; Webster. op. cit., p. 219; Fains. op. cit., p. 67; cf.
A. P. VI. 27. 1. Elsewhere in his poetry Leonidas 20 = A.P.VI.295.1 uses the adjective A prayer for future success was common enough for dedicatory epigram (1) .
The enumeration of the brothers profession, like the enumeration of the hunting dwellings in the second couplet, seems chosen for the sake of emphasis. This is cleary stressed by a structure. Meanwhile all the terms are governed by the preposition
The poet asks the god to grant Pigres a prosperous work through air ( ( ) i.e. fowling); additionally the god given Damis a future success through the wood (
( )
i.e. hunting ), and Pan offer Cleitor a future gain through the shore …. water ( (4) i.e. fishing). Notably all these interests are marked in the couplet by the dative contrasted to line 1. Moreover we may notice the similarity of the final sound -: in line 3, -in line 4 echoed -in line 6, which establish a ring like structure.
The last couplet seems to be related to an epigram by Alexander of Magnesia in the later literature (A. P. VI. 182. 5-6), who was deeply influenced by Leonidas . In the epigram the same brothers dedicate their hunting implements to Pan . the poet asks the god in this way:
The choice of words is a copy of Leonidas. Aside from (5) , the Homeric word, which varies the initial expressionechoes and occupies the same emphatic place as in Leonidas line 5. The two terms and paralled and in the model (despite the placement); the three terms are governed by a preposition, this time is instead of in Leonidas. As in Leonidas each dedicator is referred to by the datine except the last brother who is mentioned by the relative pronoun as a sign of variation. Moreover the dwellings are coordinated by a structure as we found in Leonidas. The imperative in Leonidas' fifth line has been moved to the emphatic place the enjambment of the pentameter.
In the first two couplet we are already familiar with a number of words which we have seen them scattered at various places in Leonidas' epigram The god is addressed in the vocative however no function is mentioned. Leonidas epigram is carefully planned and well built in such a way that every verse adds a new piece of information about its theme.
At the same time it conveys to the reader the poet's wish that the dedicators offer their implements to Pan, and provides a vivid description of a typical of each tool, activity, and hunting dwelling. The enumeration is underlined by the connectives in the second and third couplets. It is also stressed by the force of words themselves (e. g. Pan is named and has a very strong epithet) and then the deity is mentioned in one way or another.
Sound effects have been carefully handled by the poet. Besides the assonance in the first hexameter and every pentameter is made especially rhythmic by its internal rhyme: Line 2 has an internal rhyme (… … ). Line 4 has internal rhyme ) and so does line 6 ( ). while at the same time it rhyme with line 4. Hence they show Leonidas in his most used correct and artistically skill.
A somewhat better treatment is to be found in Antipater of Sidon; his chief favourite was Leonidas (1) . (2 (2) Antipater = A.P.VI. 14.
in oder to call the reader's attention to his model: (1) the opening word, and (2) ( Cf in the first pentameter; ; and in the first hexameter) establish that the epigram will involve a dedication of hunting implements to the patron of hunters, whose name acquires prominence because of its initial position. However no other function of Pan is mentioned such as in Leonidas. The demonstrative echoes in Leonidas line 1. The word (3) is obviously almost identical to and qualified by the same adjective , which we found in the pervious epigram. At the same time the word is another borrowing from tragedy (4) . We may notice that the Sidonian poet varies his model in two stylistic devices: Firstly he alters the order; secondly (5) at the beginning of Leonidas verse, which was separated from , there, juxtaposed in the first line here and holds a less emphatic position that it did in Leonidas as a sign of variation. On the other hand the article is dropped there. The hunting implements are called (6) , instead of in the model, and emphasized by the demonstrative whereas the article is omitted. Meanwhile the had been used by Leonidas, although with different words in another epigram (7) . However Antipater 43 = A. P. VI. 47. 2 is in an apposition to as a weaning implement (8) . Like Leonidas, Antipater describes unspecified tools, while (9) with reference to the profession of each dedicator, seems one of the sense Leonidas gave to the adjectival phrase: ….
in his second line. Antipater devotes the whole pentameter to the hunter and his dedicated instrument of hunting wild animals. The hunter's name (Damis) (1) , was the second dedicator in Leonidas poem stands at the final position in the hexameter. Antipater has transferred the name of the hunter to another emphatic place, the beginning of the pentameter. The hunting implement is called . It is noted here that the word Antipater has chosen is the Homeric (2) instead of non Homeric in the model ; however the meaning is roughly the same thing as in Leonidas. (3) here replaces the demonstrative in the previous poem; at the same time it could be used as a synonym of which we found in Leonidas. On the other hand is a word previously attested in tragedy (4) . Meanwhile qualified by the adjective (5) which has no precedent in Leonidas. It directly refers to a more specific specific area, which would have been appropriate for this kind of hunting. Ultimately it introduces a new element which Antipater has added.
The mention of the other two dedicators names and their dedicated tools of profession continues in the second couplet. The hexameter is headed by the fisher's name Cleitor (6) (Leonidas, third dedicator) and followed by the implement of his profession . The adjective (7) is used here substantively, which corresponds in meaning to in Leonidas. Notably the element does not occur in the model, but it was found in another epigram by Leonidas (8) . At the same time the Sidonean poet uses the element in another epigram with repetition in the verse (9) . It simply means that both paets use these (1) Damis was mentioned in an apposition to in A. P. VI. 11. 1; whereas the name …. occupied the same emphatic place in the pentameter in A. P. VI. 183. 4.
(2) Cf elements mutually. Unlike Leonidas, Antipater identifies Cleitor's nets emphasized by the demonstrative . The demonstrative was Pigres' nets in Leonidas in general sense. The rest of the couplet is devoted to the fowler's name (Pigres) and his tool of catching birds. The subject of the pentameter is understood from the element (1) the last word in the previous hexameter. This element (first element in Leonidas second verse) is mentioned here in the third place, and kept for the emphatic final position in the line. Additionally the assonance is noted with in the previous verse. The element echoes in Leonidas' poem (despite the placement). At the beginning of the line we find the Homeric adjective (2) qualifies the last word (3) announced by by the article . The demonstrative resemble in Leonidas, and follows Pegres as well. The fowler's net was not found in the model. However Leonidas has of dog-collar (4) , which presumably is given as a synonym. On the other hand in Leonidas' poem, the name of the fowler occupies the final emphatic position in the second hexameter as do in our epigram. Antipater has moved the fowler's name to a less emphatic place in the pentameter. This deviation from the model is stressed by the fact that the noun stands at the end of the verse and the adjective in the initial position in the same verse. Finally it is noted that the three brothers and their dedicated pieces themselves are coordinated by a structure as Leonidas did. Hence upon the pentameter we see that in these two couplets. Antipater has reproduced all the elements of Leonidas' first two couplets; although inverting and placement enriched them with additions.
The last couplet seems related to Leonidas. The hexameter is particularly colorful because of the enumeration of hunting-dwellings, which were scattered in Leonidas' third couplet. The order in which these terms were mentioned in Leonidas (air -woodsea), and Antipater (woods -air -sea) with different words except (5) which echoes in the model despite the order. The thickets, Leonidas' second term, are mentioned here in the first place. The term corresponds in meaning to in the previous epigram. The words in Homeric (6) Leonidas 49 = A. P. VI. 263. 4 had used it with dedication of spoils from a marauding animal; and then the word recurred frequently in the Hellenistic poetry (7) . Just as in Leonidas the sea (i.e. (i.e. fishing) is the third term. The fishing-dwelling in the model, is now referred by also the Homeric word (1) . The Sidonean poet uses the same term in another epigram (2) .At the same time all these terms (3) are governed by the preposition instead of  which Leonidas used in his epigram. Moreover the huntingdwellings are stressed by a structure in the hexameter. The whole is being clarified by the particle . The enumeration of the dedicators occurs here in a condensed manner in the line, which we found in Leonidas' last couplet. It is made emphatic by the repetition of the article … for the first two dedicators which echoes the repetition of … in Leonidas. The relative is used here as a sign of variation. The whole pentameter is devoted to concise of colorful description of the brothers' by-gone laborious life as hunters. This is conveyed by the adverbs ( ) implying flourish. The word ( ) is chosen for the sake of emphasis because this is is the place where these brothers meet together and may need to busy themselves with profits obtained from their hunting in different areas and circumstances.
On the other hand has no precedent in Leonidas and no indication of place had been given. The verb clarifies and sums up the whole situation, while explaining the brothers' interests in the previous verse. This is stressed by the rhythmic effect of the assonance of the words ( -). Notably the main The verb is not but the Homeric ( ) , which in other Hellenistic epigrams was frequently associated with objects (7) dedicated to the patrons of the crafts, and which with provides the reason for Antipater's intention to make the epigram thankoffering instead of a prayer for success in Leonidas. Thus the deviation from the model is apparent. The last Homeric word in the pentameter ( ) is qualified by the Homeric adjective (9) and governed by the preposition . At the same time complete with in line 1 the circular structure of the poem.
( This epigram and Leonidas have several points of contact: Both involve an address to Pan by the poet. Antipater adheres to the three names given by Leonidas (1) . Both concern the hunters' life and their implements dedicated to the patron of their craft. Antipater's epigram, as did Leonidas, of three couplets only. The tools are viewed one by one and coordinated by a structure as the model, despite the order and placement to carry a weight of emphasis.
The differences between Antipater and Leonidas are apparent in the structure in which the Sidonean poet frees himself to a certain extent from his model both in vocabulary and arrangement for conveying certain effects which have to do with the content of the poem. Antipater's vocabulary is more Homeric than Leonidas. The hunting instruments: besides are mentioned and described more fully in our epigram rather than in Leonidas. Thus Antipater names more than one instrument. No function of Pan is brought, as it was in Leonidas. On ther hand a prayer for success has been replaced by a thank-offering , and since the nets and snares will be needed if the three brothers are to go on hunting (2) . Leonidas 46 served in its turn as a model for several poems, which were influenced by Antipater …. one of them is Archias' following poem (3) .
( )
" To rustic Pan three brothers gave these gifts from a different kind of netting that provides life's necessities, Pigres his well knit noose that heavy on the neck of fowling, Damis his nets of forests' beasts, Cleitor offered his net of fishing; may you (Pan) may send them well-aiming nets through air, sea and land."
Here again Pan is the addressee as in Leonidas and Antipater. Thus the epigram begins with an invocation to the god in his capacity of the rustic (5) . Obviously Pan is here mentioned as in Leonidas (but not in Antipater) accompanied by an epithet (6) . This time is also the Homeric (1) as in Leonidas, but the meaning is indicatated in both. Moreover in its first syllable echoes In Antipater's poem the name of the god and its case occupy this emphatic position in the hexameter. Like Leonidas, Archias seems purposely to concentrate on the deity's epithet. On the other hand Pan is also invoked by the epithet … … in exactly position, occurred in Archias sixth verse in another epigram (2) .The demonstrative which stands between the epithet and the god's name, echoes in Leonidas first line and resembles and occupies this place in Antipater's first hexameter. The word ( ) , has no precedent in the models seems natural and appropriate for the hardships of hunting life or it means that the brothers may earn their necessities of life with work' which the connotation of their laborious life Antipater has reserved it for the final point in the epigram. The adjectival phrase is an example of imitatio cum variatione of Leonidas' line 2 so the adjective is here looking for its noun which governed by the preposition in the next verse. At the same time both words appear in a prominent position in the lines and they are made more emphatic by the assonance which gives a rhythmic sound to the first couplet. The same adjectival phrase appeared with nuance in another epigram by the poet himself (4) . Archias there transferred it to another emphatic place, the enjambment of the pentameter. The appearance of …. is already reserved and prominently placed in the final position in the pentameter as a sign of variation. The dependence on the models is apparent: The first word of the pentameter echoes in meaning the last word of the hexameter in Leonidas epigram and reminds us of the same word . in Antipater. The adjective is the same as in the models and juxtaposed as Antipater did despite the placement. The article at the very beginning of Leonidas' first hexameter. is dropped here. Archias has followed the Sidonean poet in omitting it. From a structural point of view, all this is exactly the reverse of what Leonidas did in his epigram. The dedicators' offerings here seem stressed by the word (5) and emphasized by the demonstrative in the hexameter with the dative in which they are formulated echo the verbs used by the models; on the other hand the poet could substitute for (1) and repeats the essence of what was found in Leonidas and Antipater. The last word in the pentameter as is governed by the preposition and qualified by the adjective ; both words are in exactly the case and position, occurred in line 2. The same word had been used by Leonidas with different context,
and by Archias himself in another epigram on the same topic (3) Moreover corresponds to in meaning in Antipator's first hexameter. So all these words refer to the same crafts.
The second couplet gives the names of the first dedicators and their dedicated implements. The choice of words and their order are closer to Leonidas than to Antipater (despite the placement in the lines). At the same time the brothers names and the tools themselves are coordinated by a structure as we found in the models. Like Leonidas, Archias starts with Pigres (4) the fowler (who was the third dedicator in Antipater). the fowler's name acquires prominence because of its initial position as a sign of variation. In Antipater's poem Cleitor occupies this position. The following words are different (but the last). The adjective (only here), with the adjective (only here) which, since it means well-knit, evokes Antipater is In other words Archias has substituted the Homeric adjective for the non-Homeric adjectives and The hunting tool here is called (5) , which we have not encountered so far in the previous epigrams or the imitated epigrams on this topic. Leonidas used as a mere allusion of the fowling net; meanwhile could roughly mean the same thing as in Antipater. Then the element for fowling recalls in Leonidas' second hexameter. The same element Antipater' third element, is here mentioned in the first place, and stands at the end of the hexameter as Antipater did, and by Archias himself in another epigram (6) . It must be noted, unlike Leonidas and and Antipater, Pigres' instrument is not preceeded by any demonstratives or article. The hunter's name Damis just as in Leonidas, which stands at the end of the second hexameter, has been moved to another emphatic place, the beginning of the pentameter. In Antipater poem Damis (The first dedicator occupied the same place in the first pentameter, and in another epigram by Archias himself (1) and it recurs frequently in the later Hellenistic epigrams on the same topic (2) .
The Hunting implements recall in Leonidas first hexameter and correspond to in meaning in Antipater's first pentameter and occupies a less emphatic position as the models did. On the other hand the same word was used by Antipater of fishing tool. Elsewhere Archias employs in the same context (3) . It must be noted that unlike Leonidas are not preceded by a demonstrative or an article. Archias has followed Antipater in omitting them. Then the element of hunting wild animals follows. In Leonidas' epigram The element occupied the emphatic position in the enjambment in the pentameter. Archias has transferred it to another emphatic place, the end of the pentameter. The same element , in exactly the same case and position, occurred in Archias' fourth line in the following epigram in the Anthology. The element of hunting wild animals in Antipather's line 2 (The first element there, is now referred to by the word as a sign of variation. The interest is here specified by the adjective (applied to ) contrasted to (applied to ) in the model. Unlike Leonidas and Antipater the last hexameter resumes and pursues the fisher's name, the dedicated piece, and the fishing element. The fishing net (4) , which resembles implied in Leonidas and was explicit by Antipater's third verse. Nevertheless was used by Antipater of hunting wild animals. The fishing element (5) echoes in Leonidas (despite the placement) and corresponds in meaning to in Antipater. The dedicator's name Celitor (Antipater's second dedicator) is here mentioned in the third place as Leonidas did .On the other hand the name Cleitor occurs, as in Leonidas (but not in Antipater), among the words of the verse. But the verb also gives explicitly one more particular point about Cleitor's offering and the two other dedicators. This verb has no precedent in Leonidas or in Antipater and is a borrowing from Homer (6) . The same words ……. … in the hexameter have been reproduced in the ( pentameter by Archias in another epigram (1) as follows: ……………....…..… .
The name Cleitor is announced by the article besides the third dedicator just as Leonidas did. The element … , as we saw, appeared in Leonidas and echoed frequently by the later epigrammatists. The verb (with augument in this case) parallels in our epigram.
The rest of the couplet introduces a prayer to Pan, the poet asks him to accept the dedicators' offerings and grant them prosperity in life in exchange as we found in Leonidas. This is clearly pointed out by the invocation to the god " ( ) . (pronoun in this case), one more as implied in the imperative in Leonidas. This interest is stressed by the dative which echoes in Leonidas' poem from a chiastic view point. The dedicators are viewed as a whole not one by one in the models. On the other hand the hunting-dwellings are viewed one by one just as Leonidas and Antipater did. The preposition echoes in Leonidas, and corresponds in meaning to in Leonidas, governs each hunting-dwelling. This purpose is here emphasized by the recurrence of after each one of three components. The order and the words are different. The fowling-dwelling (3) recalls in meaning in the models. It is birds fly at A. R. 2. 933; 1034, and in these is indisputably the "lower air" as in Il. 14. 288; Hesiod. Op.18 whereas is the upper air. The Hellenistic poets observed no such distinction. Archias himself uses the same dwelling … in another epigram (4) . In Antipater's poem occupied this this place. But the fowling-dwelling, Leonidas' first term Antipater's second term, is here mentioned in the third place and transferred to an emphatic position, the end of the hexameter, as a sign of variation. The fishing-dwelling (5) roughly refers to in Leonidas and in Antipater. This term which was the third term in the models, is here mentioned in the second position. Finally the hunting-dwelling (second term in Leonidas, first term in Antipater) is mentioned, not in this case as in the former, or as in the letter, but simply as (6) . The adjective is applied to (cf. in Antipater) such as (7) was applied to in (6) Cf. Od. 12.27 … Cf. A.P.VI.12.4 where three terms ( air -earth -water) are grouped with variation in the pentameter. Cf. also A. P. VI. 182. 5; The two terms (land-sea) go with Poseidon in A. P. VI. 30. 8.
(7) Archias A. P. VI. 16. 6 applies the same adjective to each dedicator whereas the poet applies the adjective to ' in AP. VI. 181. 6.
Leonidas. Archias here has transferred the noun from a hunting to the symbol of a hunting and moved it to the pentameter. The relation to Leonidas is still obvious where the imperative reminds us of in Leonidas' fifth verse. Archias has moved it to a less emphatic place in the pentameter as well. The closing word appears emphatically as well as in first pentameter, as and in Leonidas (line 2 and 5), seems appropriately chosen for the sake of emphasis, since, in so far it takes the reader back to the thought of the beginning, and completes the circular structure of the poem.
If we now compare this epigram with the two studied before, we shall see that it has similarities to and differences from one and the other, both vocabulary and arrangement. It consists, as did the models of three couplets only. As the two previous epigrams Archias' poem involves an address to Pan by the dedicators in the Third person plural in Leonidas and Antipater and implied in in Archias together with the dedicated pieces, that is the core of the epigrams. The invocation is as in Leonidas (not Antipater) accompanied by an epithet. Whereas the dative is the same in Antipater and Archias. We have thus two imperative in the address to the same deity; and by a careful built pattern of assonance and internal rhymes: Assonances in-in the last two words in the first couplet and the initial word in the second hexameter. A variation of what happened in Leonidas, where one should notice particularly the rhythmic effect of the arrangement of the-:
at the end of line 3 is picked up by and in line 4, which is followed by in line 5. Again the assonance in a in the last verse.
The difference between Archias and his models are apparent in the structural features : First and foremost the names of brothers are copied from the models Archias has reproduced all the hunting elements and the dwellings to which they belong in the models; although inverting the order and enriched them with different additions. At the same time to convey certain effects which have to do with the content of the epigram. It must be noted that unlike the models all the hunting tools are not preceded by demonstratives or articles. Yet over and above these individual relations with one model and the deviations from the other, one thing strikes the eye as Archias' innovation, and this that the describing the hunter's life by using the adjective . and the verb with Cleitor's dedication, which have no precedent in the models.
The analysis of these epigrams has indicated a number of verbal coincidences, notably the comparison with the later epigrammatists is inevitable. 
